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75 Amiens Street, Dublin 1.
Tel: 01 8554489, Fax: 01 8558067,
Email: ansac@iol.ie
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• Home Heating Oil Scheme
• Free Savings & Loan Insurance
• Petrol Card Scheme
• Members Draw

www.ansaccu.ie
ANSAC are also on the World-Wide Web, where you can now apply for a loan online.
Anyone visiting the site will have access to the following:
• News
• Draw results

• Membership application form
• How to contact us

• Available services
• Links to other sites

There will also be a ‘Members Only’ area that ANSAC members can access with a Log-on number and a PIN
(personal identity number), which they can obtain from the ANSAC office. This area will allow access to:
• Account balances for shares, loans & budget
• Loan calculator
• Loan application form
• Budget Plan form
• Share withdrawal form
• Image upload

• Standing Order form
• Pension form
• Petrol Card request form
• Budget rules
• Bulletin Board
• Suggestion box

Internet Business Banking
All loans and share withdrawals can now be paid directly into your bank account, doing away with the delay in waiting for a cheque to clear. If you bank with AIB your money will be available to you immediately while customers
of other financial institutions will have to wait only two working days. It is a much faster and more convenient
method of receiving your money and all we require is your Bank Sort Code and your Bank Account Number.
For further information contact the ANSAC office.
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news update… news update…
On the
Ball
Lt Conor Ryan (2 Inf
Bn) in action for St
Bridget's against
Garda Graham
Dunne, St Patrick's,
previously 2 Inf Bn,
who Conor had
trained as a recruit, in
the final of the Dublin
football league playoffs for promotion to
division 2 status. St
Bridgets beat St
Patrick's by 2-12 to
1-8. Photo courtesy of
the Evening Herald.

ADC Graduates
Col Ray King (ADC to President Mary McAleese) was recently conferred at NUIG,
Galway with a degree in International Peace Operations. Also in the photo is his wife,
Mrs Helen King and his son, Lt Conor King.

Gazelle Retired
On December 31st 2005 the last flight of Air Corps Gazelle 241 over Casement
Aerodrome marked the end of 25 years of service. It was appropriate that Col Paul Fry
(ACOS Ops) was the last to fly the Gazelle as he was the first to complete the first
Gazelle conversion course in Marseille in 1979. The last flight performed as it did they
day it arrived thanks to the professional maintenance team of 303 Sqn.

Taking
Aim
Armn Billy Galligan's
photo shows instructors
and students from the
recent Inf Light Sp Wpns
course conducted in
Finner Camp from
November 8 to January 22
2006. The students trained
on 60mm mortar, 84mm
Anti Tank, GPMG SF.
Instructors were drawn
from 1, 6 and 28 Inf Bns.
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Red
Carpet

Last Visit as GOC

President Mary
McAleese inspecting an
Air Corps Honour Guard
on her recent departure
for a State Visit to Saudi
Arabia accompanied by
(l-r): Col Paul Fry (COS
Ops), Comdt Jim
McCarty (SO ACHQ), Dr
Martin McAleese and
Col Ray King (ADC).

Sgt Gerry Twomey's photo shows then Brig Gen
Pat Nash after receiving a presentation from
Comdt Connie Whelan (OC Kickham Bks) on the
occasion of Gen Nash’s last visit to Kickham Bks
as GOC 1 S Bde.

Archbishop
visits Liberia
Archbishop Diarmuid Martin DD,
Archbishop of Dublin, called to DFHQ
for a briefing from the Director of
Operations prior to his pastoral visit to
Irish troops serving with UNMIL in
Liberia. Sgt David Nagle's photo shows
(l-r) Col Tom Behan (EO 2 E Bde) who is
accompanying the Archbishop to
Liberia, Maj Gen Dermot Earley (DCOS
Sp), Archbishop Martin, Rev Eoin Tynne
HCF and Rev Paul Callan at DFHQ. For
more on the Archbishop's visit see
enclosed Connect.

Admiral
Brown
Armn Billy Galligan's photo shows
(l-r) Megan Murphy (6) from Cobh,
Co Cork and Geraldine Regan (Our
Lady's Hospital for Sick Children
Crumlin) and Cmdr Mark Mellett
(OC LE Eithne) prior to their departure for Argentina for the celebrations of Admiral Brown, the
Irishman who was founder of the
Argentinean Navy.

Moving On
Eamonn O'Reilly's photo shows CQMS PJ Nichol who was PDF CQMS with the then
6 Fd MP Coy (Cathal Brugha Bks) for the previous sixteen years. With the RDF reorganisation PJ is now in E Bde RDF HQ. The Officers and members of the unit presented PJ with a farewell momentum. Also in photo are (l-r): Cpl Tom O'Sullivan,
Capt Derek Curry and Cpl Eamonn O'Reilly.

New GOC
Brig Gen Padraig
O'Callaghan took his
first Guard of Honour
as Brig Gen and new
GOC 1 S Bde in
December 2005. Sgt
Gerry Twomey's photo
shows the new GOC
inspecting an Honour
Guard from 4 Inf Bn,
under command of
Lt Alan Courtney.
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“Day Five of the exercise under
incessant rain and I was wet, cold
and very miserable. The prospect
of getting back home to Dublin
later that day for a much-needed
rest did nothing to cheer my
spirits. It was two in the morning,
we were lying up 150m from the
enemy position after tabbing in
from our hide, and we were going
nowhere until our planned
pre-dawn raid over four hours later.
In the meantime, all we could do
was sit there and get soaked.”
Sgt David Graham

oldiers, units and entire corps need to be able to
change with the times, embracing new roles, doctrine and tactics as operations require. In recent
years, the Cavalry Corps has been tasked with
close reconnaissance, in addition to retaining their
conventional medium reconnaissance role (longrange recce falls to the ARW). This has happened in
the context of the new PSO battalion, such as that in
Liberia, where the Cavalry now provide small close
recce teams capable of gathering intelligence and
operating independently, on foot, up to 10k ahead of
friendly forces. The Cavalry's core job of reconnaissance has not changed, therefore. What has changed
is how we get the information.
Recce training must of necessity be robust and
uncompromising, and in the Irish Defence Forces, the
task of providing this training falls to the Cavalry
School, DFTC, whose recce commanders have been
running the Basic Recce Course for several years.
The course lasts five weeks, with the first four comprising the main tactical bloc, and the final week
being spent on AFV recognition.
As the only reservist on the course I was somewhat nervous about what lay ahead.The course began
on November 7th with a brief address by Comdt Pat
Power (Chief Instructor) and Capt Peter Norton
(Course OiC). “Recce soldiers are force multipliers,”
we were told, “and having recce-qualified personnel

S

RECCE COURSE
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Right:
Close Recce patrol in Liberia.

First In
By Sgt David Graham,
62 Res Cav Sqn
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means that in the new PSO battalion we bring something extra to the table.”
With the opening paperwork and niceties out of
the way it was downstairs for a kit inspection, and the
pressure began.
From Day One we were being tested on core
attributes of a recce soldier, such as personal fitness,
map-reading and navigation skills, and tactical proficiency. In between intensive navigation tests and
contact drills, classroom lectures were steadily building up another key ingredient - recce knowledge. Far
from being a chance to 'chill out', the lectures kept
the same hectic pace as the remainder of the course
and covered everything from route recce, through
marking heli landing sites, to ambushes and anti-heliborne operations, as well as map-reading revision
and navigation techniques, use of air photography,
CBRN, OPs, CTRs and VIP escorts.
There was a heavy emphasis on individual night

rehearsing contact drills in every combination, in different formations, both as a troop and in four-man
teams. As our drills got slicker, casualties who had to
be dragged to safety with other patrol members providing covering fire were thrown in for good measure.
We were taught to react immediately with maximum
firepower, whether breaking contact or closing with
the enemy. These drills have to be practised and perfected, as getting them wrong could mean running
into your own fire, never mind the enemy's!
Stalking was another skill taught and tested. The
Defence Forces recce by stealth, which means using
relatively small teams trained to move and observe
without being seen. Stalking is the art of doing just
that.
This was similar to sniper training, with students
given a rough area in which to search for a suspected
enemy position. On leaving the start line we had a limited amount of time to camo up, move into the target

navigation during the course, and we completed nine
navigation tests in all. As I was used to being out in
the hills with a map and compass, navigation per se
was not something I expected to have a problem with.
However, there is a big difference between hiking
around the Wicklow Mountains by day with a light
pack using easy reference points, and humping over
50lbs of CEMO at night in rain and fog, looking for
small orienteering flags, in unfamiliar terrain and
under heavy time pressure. Only if your navigation
was spot on, your route choice was sound, and you
pushed yourself hard (running where possible) could
you hope to find all the controls within the time
allowed. Here, as elsewhere, I found myself firmly outside my 'comfort zone', and it took practice to learn to
navigate under that kind of pressure.
The night navs were testing more than just navigation and fitness. They were about self-sufficiency:
personal tests that required students to move alone
through darkness, cross-country and in all weather
conditions. Teamwork had its place but students of all
ranks needed to be able to look after themselves,
make decisions, and get out of trouble if lost or separated from their patrol.
During the first two weeks a lot of time was spent

area, locate and observe the enemy from a concealed
position, extract again and get back to the start line.
Once in our hide, we had to continue observing the
enemy while calculating an 8-figure grid reference for
their position and noting the bearing to that position
from our own. Finally, to prove we had good 'eyes on'
we had to successfully identify a number held up on a
board by the enemy party, and one or two objects of
military significance. All the time, the 'enemy' were
searching for us through their own binoculars and trying to direct roaming DSs onto our positions.
Close target reconnaissance patrols (CTRs) and
observation posts (OPs) are the bread and butter of a
recce soldier and we had several short preparatory
24/48-hour exercises to learn and practise these skills
prior to the main exercise in Kilworth. One of these
exercises also included a tactical river-crossing exercise in the icy waters of Blessington Lake.
CTRs involve moving under the cover of darkness
to a suspected enemy position or 'named area of interest' (NAI). Two members of the patrol, which usually
consists of four men, move forward and observe the
objective at close range, staying in cover and remaining in position long enough to establish the enemy's
strength, routine, morale, tactics, level of profession-

Right:
Recce troops should be able
to operate in all environments.
Below:
Physical fitness is a major
part of any Recce course.

‘…you pushed
yourself hard
(running where
possible) could you
hope to find all
the controls within
the time allowed.
Here, as elsewhere,
I found myself
firmly outside my
'comfort zone',
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alism, defensive positions, weaponry, and any other
relevant information.
During subsequent reporting, the patrol will also
be expected to describe the ground in detail, give any
map corrections, and give recommendations for the
siting of support weapons and FSG groups and the
route, force ratio and direction of assaulting forces,
as well as any other deductions and conclusions.
The CTR report must be detailed and accurate - if
an assault is being considered, other lives may
depend on the information provided.
Like almost all recce work, OPs are dug at night
and require a high level of fitness and upper-body
strength because of the amount of additional kit that
has to be carried, such as picks, shovels, wire mesh,
extra rations and water, and comms and surveillance
equipment.
We had a short OP exercise in the Curragh prior
to Kilworth to practise OP building and occupation

drills, reporting, and bug-out drills. Bugging-out can
be tricky as OPs are cramped and can usually only be
exited one at a time.
OPs must be expertly concealed. In fact, with a
strong enough roof, the enemy should be able to walk
right over a sub-surface OP without suspecting anything - though if you've sited it right, hopefully you
won't have to put it to that particular test!
Recce teams use a variety of insertion methods,
depending on the ground and the nature of the mission. We did heli drills and deployments, our CTR
patrols in Blessington were inserted and extracted
by boat, while in Kilworth, we 'stole' the enemy's
Nissans after a successful raid and escaped in those.
However, while it was good to travel in style now and
again, we were usually on foot.
Raids and ambushes have always been a cavalry
role and recce teams can strike either as planned
operations or if a good opportunity arises unexpectedly. Recce raids need to be aggressive, decisive,
and fast, because with the lack of heavy fire support
and reinforcements there is no time to hang around.
Even if the raid is successful, you have to assume
that the enemy have either DFd their own position or
have other troops close by.
On one of our raids the main assaulting force was
delayed and lost comms with the FSG, who were
operating independently and had orders to open up
at a pre-designated time. The resulting raid was a
failure and we spent a couple of hours extracting
from the area. Many lessons were learned the hard
way!
While the course was intensive it would be unfair
to describe it as all work and no play! There were highlights along the way thanks to the confidence tests,
which included the heli familiarisation mentioned earlier, the river crossing training and water obstacle
course in the swimming pool, abseiling from the tower
in the Curragh, and the trip to the gas chamber during
CBRN training, not to mention the exposure to all the
'Gucci' hardware - though I was probably the only student for whom that was really a novelty. It was a far cry
from when I joined the FCÁ at 17, when I had to buy
my own combat clothing: on one patrol, I was carrying
about €100,000 worth of equipment!
After three weeks of preparatory training, the

RECCE COURSE
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Above:
A vital element of any patrolling
exercise is the Orders.
Above (right):
The course used the latest surveillance technology.
Right:
Seaborne deployment in Liberia.

Recce raids need
to be aggressive,
decisive, and fast,
because with the
lack of heavy fire
support and
reinforcements
there is no time
to hang around.
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The most striking
thing about this
exercise was its
realism. Directing
staff were often
not present or kept
a discreet distance,
intervening only
when necessary to
correct mistakes
and move the
exercise along.

course culminated in the main exercise in Kilworth,
which lasted from Monday through to Friday. This
tested us in an operational environment for a prolonged period and put the young officers through their
paces, as it was they who were tasked with leading
the troop and the individual raids, OPs and patrols.
This was a physically and mentally demanding exercise. We were carrying at least twice the weight we
had been carrying during the night navigation tests
due to the OP work, and the fact that we had to be
self-sufficient for three days at a time (we had only
one re-supply, on Wednesday). We were kept on the
go throughout the exercise and didn't get much proper sleep!
The most striking thing about this exercise was its
realism. Directing staff were often not present or kept
a discreet distance, intervening only when necessary
to correct mistakes and move the exercise along.
There was very little 'hand-holding' compared with
other tactical training I have done. Criticism, when
given, was put firmly in the context of real-life opera-

At the risk of stating the obvious, this course was
nothing like any RDF training I've ever done. Even
though I had the benefit of a week doing enemy for
the previous course and therefore had an idea of
what was involved, it was still a shock to the system
to be on something so intensive and it gave me a
flavour of just how demanding professional soldiering can be. Coming from a Reserve background
where short exercises and simple hill walks can be
cancelled or cut short due to bad weather, and where
the fitness level of our personnel is often poor, I can't
help but feel that we have much ground to make up if
we are serious about operating alongside regular soldiers. There's no point getting the 'Gucci' kit if you're
not fit enough to carry it.
Our tactical training must get a lot more robust,
realistic, and regular: on Basic Recce, I probably
spent more time in the field in four weeks than I had
done in the previous four years.
As a reservist I was treated no differently to anyone else on the course, which is as it should be, but

Recce troops must be able to
see without being seen.

tions, where lives depend on sound judgment. Rather
than just playing along in an imaginary exercise scenario, I felt I needed to know how to use the drills and
skills for real. The realism was also due in no small
part to our enemy, who were all well trained, reccequalified personnel drawn from PDF cavalry units,
with freedom of operation and movement within a
wide area. Knowing this certainly kept us on our toes!
The Cavalry Basic Recce Course is considered
one of the toughest courses in the Defence Forces
and its failure rate reflects this. Of over 20 students
who started our course, only 10 eventually passed.
As an instructor on the previous recce course (when
I was part of the enemy party) told me, “You need
more than fitness on this course: you need heart.”
Anyone lacking motivation or self-discipline won't
last the pace.
Fitness is vital. My own fitness background is not
that of the typical reservist. I have trained regularly
and kept very active throughout my Reserve career,
mainly through hill-walking and mountaineering,
climbing, gym work and running (up to marathon
level). I had trained almost daily for two months
prior to beginning the course, and had a strong base
to begin with. Without my fitness to carry me
through, I would have failed on Day One. You need
both cardiovascular fitness and upper-body strength
for recce work and parts I, II and III of IT/2000 are
only a basic course prerequisite. I say this just as a
word of warning to any other reservists considering
volunteering for this course: train hard, then train
harder!

nevertheless this was something I greatly appreciated. Obviously, however, I was coming from a different
background and lacked the experience of the other
students, many of whom had been overseas in
Liberia and elsewhere. As such it was a steep learning curve and I had to dig deep to adjust to the pace
and learn from my mistakes.
I was highly impressed at the level of professionalism at which the PDF operate and at their pride in
their soldiering. I enjoyed working with the other students and learned a lot from them. I must admit to
feeling a bit self-conscious at first as the only
reservist on the course, but I just learned to get on
with the job.
I feel very lucky to have been given the opportunity to do this course chance despite the inevitable
doubts the instructors must have had at the prospect
of welcoming their first reservist. I had craved this
sort of training for years, and it's great that these
opportunities are now there for us. It challenged my
confidence and faith in myself, though these are all
the stronger now for knowing I passed the course. I
feel far better trained as a soldier for having done it.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to
thank Capt Norton and all the instructors in the
Cavalry School for all their hard work in running this
course. They pushed us hard but were goodhumoured, highly professional and knowledgeable
and were keen to get the most out of us and pass on
the benefits of their own extensive training and experience. Thanks to their efforts, we covered a huge
amount of ground - literally!■

I was highly
impressed at the
level of professionalism at which the
PDF operate and
at their pride in
their soldiering.
I enjoyed working
with the other students and learned
a lot from them.
10
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n 11 October 2005 the NCO Training Wing,
Infantry School, Military College, hosted a ceremony conferring Higher Certificates in Arts &
Military Studies to qualifying students of 43, 44,
45, 46, and 47 Standard NCOs courses. In total 85
graduands qualified for the award, which was presented by the Commandant of the Military College,
Col Dominic Timpson.
The Chief Executive of the Higher Education and
Training Awards Council of Ireland (HETAC) An
tUas Séamus Puirséil also attended the conferring
ceremony at the Defence Forces School of Physical
Culture in the Defence Forces Training Centre
(DFTC). Also present were the Chief of Staff, Lt

O

NCOs on reaching the required academic standard
required by HETAC and the Defence Forces. He went
on to say: “These standards have been achieved by
the successful completion of the Standard NCO
Course and the fulfilling of other progressive conditions. These achievements have required significant
commitment and demands from you as students, and
today you reap the academic reward for this dedication and hard work.”
Following the graduation ceremony, a buffet was
held for the graduates and their families in the
Military College Dining Centre.
To qualify for the Higher Certificate in Arts &
Military Studies students must have successfully
completed a Standard NCO course, undergone 20
weeks of corps specialisation courses, and served
overseas with a peacekeeping mission. Details of the
requirements for qualification for this award can be
found in Training Circular 5/1996.■

HETAC AWARDS

All photographs supplied by
Armn Steve Fogarty, Air Corps.
Above: Cpl Robbie Buggy (2 Inf
Bn) accepting his certificate from
Col Dominic Timpson (CMC).
Right: Sgt Cormac Mullhall with
his father Éamon, his mother
Ann and his wife Brigid at the
conferring ceremony.
Right (centre): The 85 graduands
who qualified for the HETAC
Awards.
Bottom: An tUas Séamus Puirséil
with Lt Gen Jim Sreenan at the
Awards.
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Gen James Sreenan; GOC 4 Western Brigade, Brig
Gen Frederick Swords; the Director of Infantry, Col
Donagh O'Keeffe; OiC NCO Training Wing, Comdt
Jack Griffin; representatives of each brigade and the
Directorate of Defence Forces Training; and the
General Secretary of PDFORRA, Mr Gerry Rooney.
A quintet from the Band of the DFTC, under the
baton of Sgt Jimmy O'Donnell, provided an excellent
recital before the ceremony, much to the enjoyment
of family and friends of the graduates.
The ceremony commenced with the academic procession into the main hall, led by the graduands followed by the participating dignitaries. In his address
to the graduands Col Timpson congratulated the
AN COSANTÓIR
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icture a young man growing up in inner-city
Dublin in the 1930s. Too young and 'too skinny' to
get into the Defence Forces in the Emergency he
joins the RAF and trains as an aircraft navigator.
Confined to a desk after an illness he gets the
chance to join a special unit who are to follow in the
D-Day assault troops to salvage downed aircraft and
to check out airstrips. Travelling behind the front line
on a large Harley Davidson motorcycle he accompanies Montgommery's 2nd Army as they struggle to
break out of Normandy. Then it's up through France
and Holland before crossing the Rhine and ending the
war in Germany's most northerly province,
Schleswig-Holstein..
Remaining in Germany for nearly two years after
the war the young man finally returns home. Unable
to quell a restless spirit, it dawns on him over the
next few years that he has a vocation. After much
deliberation and soul searching he joins the
Franciscan order.
After many years of not talking about his experiences he is prevailed upon to attend the 40th anniver-

P

Terry McLaughlin travelled
to Waterford to meet a
Fransican friar with an
unusual tale to tell…

sary D-Day commemorations in Britain to represent
the many Irish who gave their lives during the war,
and thereafter he becomes something of a
spokesman for these oft forgotten heroes.
Far fetched? I would have thought so too, until I
sat down to interview the sprightly and deceptively
young looking Brother Columbanus in the Franciscan
Friary in Waterford.
Born Seán Deegan he grew up close to Collins
Bks in north inner-city Dublin and still has clear
memories of the busy barracks in the late 1920s and
1930s. “The soldiers were so jilty,” he told me. “There
was a full-length mirror just inside the gate and they
would check themselves before they left barracks to
make sure their uniforms were immaculate. Of course,
at that time there were redcaps, military policemen,
patrolling all over town keeping an eye on them.”
After leaving James's St CBS, Seán got a job with
the post office delivering telegrams. He clearly recalls
the day war broke out. “There was no end to the
telegrams arriving that day and on every corner the
newspaper sellers were calling 'Stop Press! War
declared!'”
Seán and many of his pals joined the LDF when it
was established. “At that time the ordinary person
had hardly any material possessions,” Seán says.
“But when you joined the LDF you got your own
equipment, including an overcoat, a large cape, and
new boots, which were especially prized. When it was
raining nearly every man on a bike would be wearing
an LDF cape.”
When they thought they could pass for 18 Seán
and three of his pals presented themselves at

Oh, Brother!
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Portobello Bks (Cathal Brugha) to join the Defence
Forces. “The recruiting sergeant took one look at me
and called over the medical officer and said to him
'This lad's trying to pass himself off as 18'. The MO
looked me up and down and said 'He's too skinny
anyway', and that was the end of my dream of joining
the Defence Forces.”
After hearing through the grapevine that it was
possible to join the British Army through the British
Embassy he sent them a letter and was called for
interview. When asked which service he wished to
join Seån remembered being fascinated by an airshow he had seen in the Phoenix Park and without
hesitation requested the RAF.
A few weeks later he received a one-way rail ticket to Gora Wood, just across the border in Northern
Ireland. From there he and several more recruits were
sent to Newtonards for military training. “The training was tough,” he recalls, “but we were all young
lads and we thrived on it.”
From there it was on to Padgate, near
Wolverhampton for more training. At the end of this
they had to decide what job they wanted. “Of course
everyone wanted to be flight crew,” Seán says. “Pilot
was out of the question for most of us as I think you
needed a university education. Some of the other
Left:
positions also needed special qualifications.”
A young Seán Deegan, as a
Most of the Irish ended up volunteering for aircraft
young airman, at the start of
gunner. “You didn't need any qualifications for that
World War II.
and at least it was air crew,” said Seán. “But I had
Below:
been in the scouts and was good with a map so I
Seán, now Brother Columbanus applied for navigator training and was accepted. That
(seated) at the 40th anniversary probably saved my life as the gunners had a terrible
of the D-Day commemorations. time. Many's the time I saw aircraft limp back to base

with the tail gunner's hatch shot to pieces and covered in blood. He was always the first target when
enemy fighters attacked.”
Some time later Seán arranged to have a drink
with two old school pals from Dublin who had both
joined the British Army. “We all knew the war had
turned in our favour and it was only a matter of time
before we invaded Europe,” he remembers. “My two
friends and I drank a toast and said that we'd take a
drink together in Paris and then in Berlin after that.”
However it wasn't to be. One of his friends was a
parachutist and never reached the ground alive during
the invasion. “He was shot while he was still in the
air,” Seán recalls sadly. His other friend was in a tank
crew and was blown to pieces.
“I remember later in the war when I did reach Paris
I went into a café and got a drink and sat outside and
saluted my two friends who hadn't made it,” Seán told
me.
But that was still a way off. Back in Britain Seán's
flying career came to an abrupt end following health
problems. “I was given the option of being demobilised and sent home to Dublin,” Seán says, “but I
was having none of it.” Staying on in the RAF meant
he was confined to a desk job with all the frustrations
that entailed.
“Luckily, I was friendly with this officer,” Seán
continued. “One day he told me about a new unit that
was being formed to go in with the invasion when it
took place to find and repair crashed aircraft, and
check out airfields.”
Seán applied and was accepted straight away. He
was given his own transport in the shape of “a huge,
brand new, Harley Davidson motorcycle”. After
receiving a crash course in how to ride the bike Seán
and his new comrades began training. “Our training
was pretty gruesome,” he told me. “We were sent to
the south coast where a huge area had been cleared
stretching in from the cliffs of Dover for crippled aircraft returning from bombing missions.
“Every night the rumble of hundreds of aircraft
heading out was like a constant roll of thunder. Later
that night the same rumbling would indicate their
return. The next few hours would see the shot-up,
damaged aircraft limping back. We had plenty of aircraft to train on.”
Eventually the time came for the invasion and Seán
remembers that the south coast of England was like
“a huge military camp, with thousands of soldiers and
countless vehicles as far as the eye could see”.
After weather delays the armada got under way
and headed for Normandy. Seán and the rest of his
small unit and their vehicles travelled on a small
amphibious craft bound for Sword beach.
After the assault troops went in, Seán and his
comrades remained out at sea waiting for the beaches to be secured. Throughout the night and the next
day they sat and waited. “There were battleships just
behind us,” he recalls, “with their huge guns constantly firing. The noise was deafening.”
Eventually they got the word and headed for the
shore. “It was an awful sight,” says Seán. “The water
was thick with bodies and so was the beach. Many
landing craft had run onto sandbars. Thinking it was
the beach the troops jumped off and started forward
only to suddenly find the bottom disappear. Loaded
down with kit and equipment, many of them hadn't a
chance to even fire a shot.”
The initial euphoria of taking the beaches quickly
dissipated as the advance through Normandy got
bogged down in fierce fighting. The break out of
Normandy, which Monty had anticipated would take
three weeks, took months. Meanwhile more and more
AN COSANTÓIR
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Many's the time I
saw aircraft limp
back to base with
the tail gunner's
hatch shot to pieces
and covered in
blood. He was
always the first
target when enemy
fighters attacked.”
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“I remember later in
the war when I did
reach Paris I went
into a café and got
a drink and sat outside and saluted my
two friends who
hadn't made it,”
Seán told me.

men, vehicles and equipment were arriving from
England.
“The whole place was crazy,” Seán remembers.
“And dangerous of course. We were just behind the
front lines and one evening we came across a recently captured German position. The officer told us they
were getting out of there in case the Germans had
the position registered and advised us to do the
same. But we were happy with the location: it was a
nice sheltered area with plenty of trees. Three of us
were sitting relaxing against a large tree when the
first shells landed. The first thing I thought of was my
motorbike, which was sitting exposed on the side of
the road. If it got destroyed I would have no transport, so I crawled over on my belly while the shells
kept coming and when I got to the bike I pushed it
over and it toppled into the relative safety of a ditch.
Crawling back to my original position I found my two
friends dead at the foot of the tree. The bike had
probably saved my life: such are the small things in
war that decided if you make it home or not.”
In the confusing situation Seán also came into
contact with the paratroopers of the US Army's 101st
Airborne Division, the 'Screaming Eagles', who were
the inspiration for the hit TV series Band of Brothers.
“They were great guys,” says Seán, “I had great
respect for them.”
Seán was in the Eindhoven area during the illfated Market Garden operation and later his unit was
resting up near the Ardennes when the Germans'
last push took the Allies by surprise in the Battle of
the Bulge. “Where we were,” he told me, “would
probably have been overrun except for the stand
taken by the Screaming Eagles in Bastogne.”
At the end of the war Seán had travelled throughout Germany, ending up near the Danish border in
Schleswig-Holstein.
Many couldn't wait to be demobilised but Seán
happily stayed on for nearly two years working in
Holland with the RAF, who, amongst other things,
were helping the Dutch to set up the KLM airline.
Finally Seán left the RAF and returned to Dublin.
Over the next few years he came to realise that he had
a vocation for the Church. Attracted to the Fransicans
because their founder had been a soldier himself, he
went along to the local Friary to talk to someone.

Above:
A not-so-skinny Seán Deegan
in 1944.

In the confusing
situation Seán also
came into contact
with the paratroopers of the US
Army's 101st
Airborne Division,
the 'Screaming
Eagles', who were the
inspiration for the hit
TV series Band of
Brothers. “They were
great guys,” says
Seán, “I had great
respect for them.”
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“The friar I spoke to asked me if I liked a drink (I
did), did I smoke? (I did), did I socialise a lot? (I did).
He told me about the lay Fransiscan order who try to
live by the Fransican Rule and advised me to join them
and if I was still interested to come back to him in a
year. I decided to give it a go, although I wasn't optimistic that I would be able to change my life to such a
degree. Then I found over a period that I had stopped
drinking, stopped smoking and stopped any real
socialising. So a year later I returned to the Friary, met
the same friar and said to him 'I'm back.'”
It was over 50 years ago that Seán Deegan became
Brother Columbanus and he has never regretted his
decision.
Over the years he talked very little about his
wartime experiences. “Initially when I returned I was
quite surprised at the hostility I encountered towards
those who had served with the British during the war. I
had seen the heroism of many Irishmen who fought for
the Allies, and I had lost good friends in the war, and I
found it hard to take the negative views so prevalent at
home. So I just kept quiet. Then in the run up to the
40th anniversary of D-Day I was contacted by the RAF
and asked to represent the fallen Irish at the ceremonies. Subsequently I was invited back for the 50th
and 60th anniversaries. During this time I began to
change my mind and broke my silence about the war.
Since then I suppose I have become something of a
spokesman for all those Irishmen who gave their lives
for the Allied cause. After all someone needs to set
the record straight and I'm sure God must have spared
me for some purpose.”
Apologising, Brother Columbanus had to wrap up
the interview as he had a meeting down the town.
Pausing to let me take a photograph, he then waved
me off and disappeared back into the Friary. Driving
back traffic towards the quays I noticed in my mirror a
diminutive figure striding down the street with his
brown robes flowing in the wind. Passing the slow
moving traffic in an instant Brother Columbanus gave
me a hearty wave and disappeared around a corner in
a blur.
There is one thing for certain, those Irishmen who
died fighting in the war could not have a more youthful
or energetic octogenarian to represent them and fight
their corner.■
Brother Columbanus with
Cheryl Blair and British
Primeminister Tony Blair
at the D-Day
commemorations.

PICTORIAL

Sgt Gerry Twomey’s
photo shows instructors
and students of a recent
Module 3 Drivers’
Course conducted by
Tpt Coy, 1 LSB.

Pte Laura Buckley (4 Inf Bn), Tpr Nicole O’Regan (1 Cav Sqn) and
Pte Angela Aylmer (4 Inf Bn) – 117 Recruit Pln.
Sgt Gerry Cosgrave's
photos show Pte McGrath
(IUNVA) and Sgt Hawking
(ONET) laying a wreath to mark
the 50th Anniversary of Ireland's
membership to the United
Nations, at Sarsfield Bks, Limerick.
And (above) a ceremonial Honour
Guard at the reverse arms.

Looking
South

Right: The Laying of the Colours of
92 Inf Bn (Liberia) recentlyt took
place in Collins Bks, Cork. Gerry
Twomey's photos shows the
Colour Party Lt John Lynch, Sgt
Denis Cotter and Sgt Noel
Coleman.
Lt Gen Jim Sreenan inspecting an Honour Guard from 4 Inf Bn
under Sgt John Kelleher during a visit to Collins Bks.
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ith a strength of 440 split between three locations: Finner Camp, Lifford Military Post and
Rockhill House, and an Area of Operations (AO)
stretching from north Mayo to Malin Head, Co
Donegal, 28 Inf Bn is the largest battalion in the
Defence Forces in terms of both manpower and geographical spread. The battalion's AO covers
1,900sq/km, nearly the size of 2 E Bde AO. Included in
this is 200km of border that includes 92 border crossings, 60 of which are by road, although operations in
that area have been scaled down for some time. To
cover such a large area the battalion operates four
companies, HQ, A & B Rifle Coys, and Support. Coy.
There is a great military tradition in Donegal and
the other counties from which 28 Inf Bn draws its personnel. Its catchment area is also predominately rural.
Above: 28 Inf Bn crest.
These two factors mean that people tend to join the
Near right: 28 Inf Bn AFV
military as a career rather then just for a few years.
Recognition Room.
“It's a very homely battalion,” explained Lt Col Andy
Far right: On a border patrol with Kilfeather, OC 28 Inf Bn, “with a lot of the troops living
the assistance of the Air Corps. in the local area. You will find soldiers still serving
Centre: The .5 in action during here who joined up around the time of the formation of
the recent ILSW course in
the battalion in 1974. I started off here as a young offiFinner Camp, Co Donegal.
cer myself and I've served here as adjutant, operations

W

officer and company commander.”
In common with other units, 28 Inf Bn is constantly
preparing its troops for overseas and brigade exercises. Up until the peace process, however, the unit's
main role was ATCP duties, mainly along the border.
Now that has changed. “It is a challenge for our
troops, particularly for the older ones,” said Lt Col
Kilfeather, “to understand that since our operational
commitments along the border have decreased we are
now moving into a culture of training, courses, overseas and exercises.”
The Ops Officer, Capt Des Healy, echoed his CO:
“Our main role now is training and preparing for current and future PSO operations, although we still have
a responsibility for ATCP. In addition to cash escorts
and patrols of vital installations, we carry out regular
border familiarisation patrols for new members of the
unit. This is not only with a view to possible operations
along the border but if you go back to 2001 when we
had the BSE crisis we had to work with the Garda in an
ATCP role along all the old crossings. Most of these
are not marked: they may just consist of a certain feature and we have to keep our guys familiar with them.”
Apart from regular duties the battalion operates

Northwest Fron
The northwest of
Ireland is
renowned for its
beauty with places
like Glenveagh
National Park,
Mount Erigal, and
Ben Bulben, while
the Atlantic Ocean
provides some of
the best surf in the
world. With all
that as a backdrop,
Donegal, Sligo, and
parts of Leitrim
and Mayo make up
the AO for the
troops of 28 Inf
Bn. Wesley Bourke
and photographer
Armn Billy Galligan
travelled to
Donegal to see
what life is like for
soldiers in the
northwest.
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Taking aim
with the GPMG
in the SF role.
All photos:
Armn Billy Galligan.
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two mobile support groups (MSGs), and an EOD
team. The MSG is a 24hr duty that can be called out at
a moment's notice to support either the Gardaí or the
EOD team.
It was a typical busy morning when we arrived in
Finner Camp. Mounting of the barracks guard, the MSG
and a cash escort were taking place; there was a
change over of EOD teams; an infantry weapons course
arrived back from the Glen of Imaal; 'A' Coy personnel
arrived from Lifford to use the ranges; two Air Corps
helis were flying in and out on exercise; Naval Service
personnel were passing through on a recruiting drive in
the local area; and there was a visit of French military
students. Just as we thought things couldn't get busier
there was an inspection by the incoming Battalion
Commander, Lt Col Eamonn Caulfield.
With no walls, Finner Camp, which houses HQ Coy
and Sp Coy, seems to me like Casement Aerodrome
and Kilbride rolled into one. Most of what a battalion
may need for training is on its doorsteps. Surrounded
by 731 acres of land it has everything from aircraft
hangars to an open range extending back to 600yards.
“We can fire 84mm sub-calibre, SRAAW sub-calibre,
GPMG, and sniper rifle here,” Capt Healy told me.

“We also have a pistol range, which the Gardaí use
regularly, as well as a grenade range, CBRN chamber,
AFV Recognition Room and the Donegal landscape. It
is testament to our facilities here that this year we will
host the Defence Forces' orienteering and crosscountry competitions, and Support Company will be
running this years brigade sniper course.”
Finner is also home to HQ Coy, 58 Res Inf Bn, a
new unit resulting from the amalgamation of 19 & 24
Inf Bns FCÁ. The RDF play an important role in the
northwest. They are spoken of very highly by personnel
of 28 Inf Bn and contribute a lot in terms of duties in
Rockhill and Lifford.
One man who has seen many changes in the battalion over the years is Sgt Maj Pat Neilan, who has
held that position since 1983. He has seen 28 Inf Bn
transform from a border unit to what it is today. “I
actually think we are busier now then we were then,”
he said. “Up to several years ago we also had 'C' Coy,
which meant we had more troops to utilise. Now we
are constantly training for exercises and overseas, and
running courses. We are also now doing guards of
honour in Dublin and duties in Portlaoise Prison, neither of which we used to do before. I also have to coordinate the duties for the whole battalion, which is
not an easy task and often requires using people from
one post to cover a shortfall in the duties in another.”
The distribution of personnel is an issue that will
have to be addressed in the future. “In order to be
operationally efficient,” Lt Col Kilfeather told me, “we
have to make sure that the distribution of our personnel matches the operational requirements arising in
our different locations.”
Lifford Military Post, a small establishment about
an hour's drive from Finner Camp, is home to 'A' Coy.
Sgt Michael Breslin, Wpns Pl and Coy PTI, showed us
around. 'A' Coy is responsible for its own section of
the border and during the Troubles manned two 24hr
checkpoints at Drumbane and Cloughfin.
Over the years all the Post's buildings have been
done up and similar to Finner Lifford has a fine gym.
What really stood out, however, was the combined
NCOs' and Privates' Mess and the adjoining dinning
hall. These are housed in an old school that was in
ruins when the Defence Forces moved in.
Sgt Breslin began his service in Lifford as a private
in the FCÁ and has seen many changes since. “In the
early days most of the time you didn't know where the
threat was coming from,” he says. “At the time the
AN COSANTÓIR
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Lt Col Andy Kilfeather.

Irish army was not very popular along parts of the border. Some locals were IRA supporters and they saw
us as assisting the British or as collaborators. So we
had to raise our profile within the community. We got
involved with charity drives, sports, and fund raising
for local projects. Over the years the attitude changed,
many locals joined up and our profile gradually
increased.” “Things could be tough in those days,” Sgt
Breslin says. “I remember Operation 'Mallard' in 1987
when we were looking for the Border Fox. My wife was
pregnant with our first child at the time. I got called
into barracks as the whole company was being
mobilised, and I spent the first week of my son's life in
here or out on patrol.”
Leaving A Coy behind we headed in the direction
of Letterkenny in search of Rockhill House, home to B
Coy.
Unless you are there it is hard to imagine the size

section rooms and a lecture hall. We also have an excellent cadre of training NCOs for the courses we run.”
“The post is a very important asset for the Defence
Forces,” Comdt Martin continued. “I would like to see it
developed and enhanced and so that the Defence
Forces will get a good return out of it.”
Operating out of three posts presents challenges
for 28 Inf Bn and its personnel. It means they have to
provide three orderly officers, three BOSs, and three
guards every day of the year, as well as staffing and
running three officers' messes, three NCOs' messes,
and three privates' messes. It also presents challenges
in terms of logistics, petrol and oil, ammunition and
rations. So everything has to be triplicate or duplicated.
“The big challenges for the future are in the area of
personnel and logistics, in terms of getting better
value for money and better productivity,” explained Lt
On the range – the 84 anti-tank
gun in action.

Sgt Michael Breslin

Comdt John Martin

Capt Des Healy
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of Donegal. On reaching Rockhill there is still a further hour's drive north before you reach the tip of the
county.
The last thing I was expecting to see on finding
Rockhill was actually an old manor house but that's
what it is, a beautiful building surrounded by 29 acres
of fields and woodlands.
OC B Coy since last October, Comdt John Martin,
has 125 personnel under his command.
As with the rest of the battalion the reduction of
operations along the border has seen a significant
increase in tactical training exercises. “A lot of our
attention in recent times has been focused on
increasing and developing our personnel's weapons
skills, physical fitness, tactical awareness, and admin
in the field,” said Comdt Martin. “We also supply personnel for brigade and battalion exercises.”
B Coy is renowned for its contribution to battalion
teams, such as shooting and orienteering, and a significant input into the battalion pipe band. “We consider the pipe band to be one of the more important
military traditions,” said Comdt Martin, a keen piper
himself. “We hope to host the Defence Forces mini
pipe band competition during the summer, which we
hope will raise awareness, standards and communication between pipers throughout the Defence Forces.”
Rockhill House provides another good training location for the Defence Forces. Away from populated
areas the 29 acres is ideal for tactical training. “We
have a pistol range, in daily use by the Gardaí and ourselves,” Comdt Martin told me. “We are improving our
accommodation and catering facilities, and we have
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Col Kilfeather. “As CO you have to make tough decisions. In 2005 because of the level of operational activity - we had 114 troops in Liberia, we had troops in
Portlaoise, and we had troops on an exercise - we had
to suspend B Coy for three months. By moving troops
and ordnance around we were able to reduce duties in
North Donegal by 50%. With operations, training and
overseas commitments increasing all the time, practices like this can be expected in the future.”
Pride in the unit is very high. Lt Col Kilfeather told
me: “I regard the 28th Battalion as the best and
strongest unit in the army. It has fantastic, experienced
NCOs, such as the Sergeant Major, a man with great
experience and overseas service. He is the cornerstone of the unit, and he epitomises the potential
career for the enlisted man.”
According to many the pride and esprit de corps
that runs through the unit has its origins in the old
days when a great camaraderie and spirit of soldiering
was built up during the difficult and demanding times
of the Troubles. A lot of the soldiers remark about how
everyone, from the CO down to the privates, just got on
with the job, doing whatever was required even when
the job was a lot harder then today.
From a unit that was viewed with hostility by a lot of
its neighbours when it was first formed at the height of
the Troubles, 28 Inf Bn is now an integral and highly
respected part of the community in the northwest of
the country. It is armed with this background and tradition that the personnel of 28 Inf Bn face the future with
confidence, knowing that whatever challenges may lie
ahead the unit will rise to meet them.■

VOX POP

VOX POP
We asked troops stationed in Donegal with the 28 Inf Bn
what life is like in the Northwest.

Cpl Charlie Devlin
Med Det, B Coy,
Rockhill House.
I started off in the lines and
transferred into the medics
about three years ago. Since
then I've done a medics
course, an ambulance skills
course and a random drugs
testing course.
There are three medics
here in Rockhill providing
medical cover, as well as
assistance for exercises,
ranges or courses. We also
do duties in Finner where we
have an ambulance based.
When on duty there we also
provide cover for the HSE.
The ambulance control for
all of Donegal is in
Ballyshannon and if one of
their ambulances is on a run
they call us and put us on
standby.

Cpl Pat Carolan
MP Det, B Coy,
Rockhill House.
Military policing in this area
has changed a lot over the
years. In the past we did
security patrols on the border, checkpoints and cash
patrols, but now we have
gone more into policing the
unit, both inside and outside
of camp. We are now involved
a lot in exercises and in crime
prevention. We have good
training opportunities and
I've done investigation and
drugs courses with the Garda
Technical Bureau.
Apart from working here
in Rockhill I am also part of
the Investigation
Detachment in Finner, which
was set up mainly due to the
distance between 28 Inf Bn
and the main MP Coy in
Athlone.

Cpl Ruairí McLaughlin
HQ A Coy,
Lifford
The army is a family tradition for me. My father served
with 28 Inf Bn for 25 years
and my mother's father and
five of his sons also served
with the army - three of his
daughters also married soldiers. With all that it's not
surprising that my five
brothers and me joined up
as well. Sadly, one of them,
Danny, died of cancer at 31.
Life can be interesting
serving with your brothers.
Although I'm the youngest I
did my NCOs course first
and now when I'm making
out the duties in the orderly
room everyone is watching
to see if I give my brothers
an easy duty. Not likely!

Pte Hugo Callaghan,
Tpt Det, A Coy,
Lifford
I've been in the unit since
June 1975. When I came here
first there was only six of us
in transport and now there is
over 20. At that time we were
operational along the border
and it was duties, duties and
more duties. I remember
many a night at border
crossings with no shelter
and with the rain pouring
down. You could be out on
patrol for seven days doing
on average 1,400 miles in the

week: big mileage on openback wagons. Of course the
kit was totally different, both
uniforms and the transport.
What we have now is far
better.
Transport here is very
busy and with the battalion
so spread out you may get
called to go to Rockhill or
Finner to do duties. There is
always something happening; cash escorts, general
runs, bringing troops to the
ranges, or bringing guys
from A to B. Now with all
the training going on drives
to the Glen or Kilworth are
also becoming more regular.

Capt Paddy Toye
2i/c A Coy,
Lifford
I started here as a private in
1990 after recruit training in
Finner I was stationed to
Lifford. In 1999 I went on a
potential officers course and
was commissioned in 2000. I
only came back here to
Lifford last year.
As 2i/c of A Coy and 2i/c
of Lifford Military Post I
have responsibility for welfare and catering accounts,
company training, running
courses, procurement and
equipment.
Coming back here as an
officer was a big change. You
can never be one of the lads
again. It helped that I served
in Finner and Rockhill before
coming back to Lifford so a
lot of the guys I had served
with had moved on.

Pte Steven O'Donnell
HMG Pl, Sp Coy,
Finner Camp.
Finner is a nice place. It's
great for physical training
and the facilities are excellent, but I'm from
Letterkenny so I'm hoping to
transfer to Lifford.

I play soccer for Finn
Harps and also for the
Defence Forces team. We
are entered in the European
Military Championships with
the hope of going to CISM
next year.

Sgt Maj Pat Neilan
Bn HQ,
Finner Camp.
As Sgt Maj I have three
posts to keep an eye on. I
have to know who is where;
the figures in each post; if
the company's are on operations; what courses are
being run; and I have to visit
each post and confer with
the company sergeants and
the men.
Things are a lot different
now then they were at the
time when the border was
active. At that time you really didn't know what to
expect. When you came into
work in the morning you
couldn't guarantee that you
would be going home that
evening due to a call out.
There were also the weekly
border patrols, which meant
you went on a Friday and you
didn't get home until the following Friday.
Back then it wasn't
uncommon to be confined
for the whole weekend. It's
different now because you
are nearly guaranteed that
you will be going home at
the end of the day.

S/S Séamus Ó Baoill
Meicneoir, Díorma Iomp,
Campa Fionnabhar
D'aistrigh mé ón 4ú Cathlán
Tacaíoctha Lóistíochta go
dtí an 28ú Cathlán Coisithe i
1994. Tá muid fíor ghnóthach
san aonad seo de bharr an
meid taisteal a dhéanann na
feithicilí. Dar liom déanann
an 28ú Cathlán an líon mílte
is mó sa Bhriogáid, agus tá
sé tabhachtach go
bhfaigheann muid na feithicilí ar ais ar an mbóthar
chomh tapaidh agus is
feidir.
Táim i mo chónaí ar
oileann Arainn Mór agus
úsáidaim mo bhád féin
chun taisteal go dtí an
mórthír. Is bád beag
tapaidh atá ann cosúil leis
na cinn a úsáideann
Sciathán Fiannóglaigh an
Airm. Aistear cheithre
mhíle atá ann ar muir.Tá
seact gcéad ina gcónaí ar
an oileann.

Pte John-Paul
McManus
HMG Pl, Sp Coy,
Finner Camp.
I'm only in four-and-half
years. Support Coy is very
interesting, you are always
doing something: courses
from one end of the week to
the next on the different
weapons in the company.
I'm just back from my second trip overseas. I was with
90 and 93 Inf Bns in Liberia.
The first trip was more interesting as it was the first
mission to Liberia.■
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…All the
while our
cox, Ashley,
roared
encouragement to us
and threatened other
crews:
“Get outta
our way,
the Irish
are coming
through!”
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he Defence Forces Rowing Association (DFRA) is
back with a splash after an eight-man team from
the Association took part in the 'Head of the
Charles' rowing race in Boston USA in October
2005. The 'Head of the Charles' is the biggest international rowing event, attracting 1,700 crews from around
the world. It is a 5km race along the River Charles
through the heart of Boston City.
The length of the race means it requires a good
balance of aerobic and anaerobic training. A DFRA
panel consisting of Army and Naval Service personnel
from various units set their sights on this race and
began a solid training regime in mid-August, rowing in
Dublin, Athlone and Galway. The plan was for the
panel to row together twice weekly and when this was
not possible land training was undertaken to build fitness levels. Early in October the final crew emerged.
The crew arrived in Everett, just outside Boston, on
Wednesday 19th of October ready for the race the following Saturday.
The next day was given over to taking in the sights
of Boston, even receiving a guided tour from the
Mayor of Everett. Following this relaxing start we were
gunning for a good training session on Friday. The
plan was to get out on the river twice but due to a
huge amount of traffic on the river only one session
was possible. This was also the day the crew met its
cox (coxswain) for the first time. The cox is the person
who steers the boat and motivates the crew, and a
good cox can make a huge difference to a crew's performance. Our cox was Ms Ashley White an AfricanAmerican college student from Leigh High University,
Pennsylvania. (Leigh High also supplied us with our
boat.) Ashley impressed us with her coxing skills. She
proved to be a great motivator and with a good knowledge of the river and was well able to steer the boat
around the tight bends and through the narrow bridges
on the course.
The following day the crew were up early for a
carb-loaded breakfast courtesy of Dempsey's Diner,
on Broadway, Everett. When we arrived at the start
point we stretched, warmed up and were on the river
by 1130hrs in plenty of time for crossing the start line
at 1230hrs. We passed the next hour practicing tech-
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International
Rowers
By Lt Col Éamonn Colclough

Right:
The Defence Forces Rowing
Crew that competed in ‘The
Head of the Charles” race in
Boston, USA.
Opposite:
The Defence Forces Rowing
Teams competing in a race on
the River Liffey last year.
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niques and slowly rowing to the start line.
It was a cold, blustery day but the mood at the start
line was electric, with hundreds of national and international crews practicing short sprint exercises, overlooked by the city skyscrapers in the narrow confines
of Boston Bay.
In a head of river race each crew is released at tensecond intervals. Although it's essentially a race
against the clock it's always a great boost to pass
another crew and demoralising to be passed. With that
in mind we thundered across the start line at an
impressive rate of 34 strokes per minute, hoping to
establish a good pace for the initial leg. Within a few
hundred metres it became apparent that we didn't
have to worry as much as the crews in front of us as
we overtook two crews in quick succession.
The banks and bridges along the course were lined
with roaring spectators as we powered down the
course. Not satisfied with passing two crews we put
on another push halfway into the race. At this point in
a race a rowing crew will really start feeling the pain,
but with two-and-a-half kilometres left the Defence
Forces crew took it up a notch to pass three more
crews. All the while our cox, Ashley, roared encouragement to us and threatened other crews: “Get outta our
way, the Irish are coming through!”
As we closed on the finish line a loudspeaker
announced the approach of the Irish Defence Forces
boat to cheers from the Boston spectators. A final
push for the finish left us aching and exhausted but
satisfied with what was a great race.
We were entered in Men's Club Eights category,
which, with the exception of international oarsmen,
was for each club's top men's eight.
The Defence Forces crew finished 25th in a field of
56, a very respectable position in this tough race for
an ambitious new club. We were also the top military
crew, beating the other US military crews in our
category.
The season continued with the DFRA setting its
next target as the Galway Head of the River, which
took place the following Saturday, October 29th. Two
DF teams were entered in the race, a men's intermediate eight and a women's senior eight.
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The women came second to an NUIG crew who
are considered one of the best women's crews in the
country: an excellent start to our women's season.
Unfortunately, deteriorating weather conditions in the
afternoon resulted in the men's race being cancelled.
We plan to compete in several other 'head of river'
and regatta races this year, including the Dublin Head
of the River and a head-to-head challenge with An
Garda Síochána, which is provisionally scheduled for
April.
Rowing is a mix of physical fitness, technical ability and teamwork. Training takes place on the water
and in the gym and will push your physical fitness to
new heights. On the river you will get to know a
refreshing new side of Ireland. Why not find out about
rowing from your local DFRA representative.
Introductory rowing courses will be conducted this
summer in several barracks around the country.■
The DFRA crew t hat competed in Boston were:Bow Lt Alan Birmingham, (5 Inf Bn)
2
Cpl Neil O Mahony, (1 Cn Cois)
3
Pte Martin Mulvihill (6 Inf Bn)
4
A/Cook Philip Doyle (NS)
5
Sgt Anthony Jinks (6 Inf Bn)
6
Lt Stephen Quigley (1 Cn Cois)
7
Capt Jonathan Marley (6 Inf Bn)
St
Lt Vincent Mc Grath (5 Inf Bn)
Cox Ms Ashley White (Leigh High University)
Coach Lt Col Eamonn Colclough (HQ 4 W Bde)

INTERNATIONAL SPORT
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DFRA Represent atives.
1 S Bde
Lt Aileen Leonard (1 Fd Arty Regt)
Collins Bks Cork
2 E Bde
Lt Vincent Mc Grath, (2 Inf Bn)
Cathal Brugha Bks, Dublin
4 W Bde
Sgt Anthony Jinks (6 Inf Bn)
Custume Bks, Athlone
DFTC
Capt Dave McCourt (Engr Sch)
Plunkett Bks, Curragh Camp
Air Corps
Cdt Sarah Colclough
Air Corps, Baldonnel.
Naval Service Sgt Joe Regan (Ord Coy)
Naval Base, Haulbowline.
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he main roles of the Naval Service Diving Section
(NSDS) are search and recovery, underwater survey, explosive ordnance disposal (EOD), underwater engineering and military diving training.
As well as providing an air diving capability down
to 50 metres, Naval divers also have underwater
search equipment at their disposal, including a remote
operated vehicle (ROV), side-scan sonar, and a magnetometer. These allow the Section to search and survey to a far greater depth than divers can operate.
However, before any of the current crop of trainee
divers gets a chance to be a member of the NSDS
they have to get past PO Fergie Cunningham (NCO
i/c 21st Naval Diving Course). “We have just finished
Week Two of the diving phase of this course,” PO
Cunningham told me, “and of the original 35 initial
applicants back in September 2005, we are now down
to seven.”
“We make no apologies for losing so many off our
courses,” says Lt Darragh Kirwan (2i/c NSDS). “In our
opening address on the course we tell them that they
have to want to be here. We tell them it's a hard
course; that they are going to be wet and miserable.
Anyone can dive for pleasure but in the Section we
don't have a choice when and where we dive; if we are
called on to dive and it's within our parameters we will
dive. We have to prepare our divers for the worst-case
scenario; they have to be mentally and physically up to
the challenge. As a result, yes, it is an extremely hard
course.”
CPO Mossy Mahon (Chief Diving Instructor) has
spent 27 of his 29 years service as a diver. “We hope
all of the remaining seven will still be here on St
Patrick's weekend when the course finishes,” he told
me, “but we don't reduce the standard in order to get
more students through. They have to match up to the
standard of the guys that have gone through the
Section before them. It's too important; it can be a
matter of life and death.”
Search and recovery is the primary role of the
Section and as well as diving in support of naval
operations, the NSDS is frequently asked to dive in
aid to the civil power. This could mean assisting the
Gardaí in searching for missing persons or objects on
the seabed or the recovery of evidence. It might mean
assisting Customs & Excise with underwater searches of suspect vessels or helping the Fire Services in
the search and recovery of submerged vehicles.
Alternatively, it could be working with the
Department of Marine searching for missing vessels
or persons, or the investigation of sunken vessels.
The NSDS has underwater survey capabilities to
search and survey objects in the water and on the
seabed, using equipment such as underwater cameras and recording equipment. These objects could
include sunken vessels or other dangers to navigation. Much of this work is carried out on behalf of the
Department of the Marine.
The divers also carry out underwater maintenance
of the Naval Service fleet. “This is our bread and
butter,” explains Lt Kirwan. “The Naval Service saves
thousands every year through us being able to carry
out underwater maintenance. It means the ships don't
necessarily have to go into drydock when a problem
occurs. Our divers can deal with some of the smaller
problems at sea, such as catching a drifting net, or
rudder or purification problems. We can also deal
with some of the bigger problems, which we usually
tackle in the quieter waters of the naval basin, where
we can carry out most underwater engineering tasks,
such as cutting, welding, bolting and cleaning. Naval
divers are trained to international standards in the
safe use of this equipment.”
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DIVE,
DIVE,
DIVE!

Students from
21 Naval Divers
Course emerge
after a hard
day’s diving.
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The Naval Service Diving Section has
been in existence since the late
1960s. From its humble beginnings as
an internal diving team for the ships
in the fleet, it has evolved into the
primary state diving team, carrying
out a variety of tasks for a number
of state agencies. Sgt Willie Braine
spoke to Section 2i/c, Lt Darragh
Kirwan, CPO Mossy Mahon (Chief
Diving Instructor), and students of
21st Naval Diving Course.
Febr uar y 2006

28/08/2008

“I got the idea from
listening to the
divers at sea talking
about some of their
experiences and
thought 'This is for
me'. Even though I
trained for three
months I still found
it very hard physically, even before we
got to the diving
proper. But I think if
I have lasted this far
I'm not going to give
up now.”
A/Mech Kavanagh, student.

Above:
All divers work in a ‘buddybuddy’ system.
Right (top):
Naval divers are regularly part
of a ship’s crew.
Right (bottom):
Divers are trained to carry
out ship’s underwater
maintenance.
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Members of the Section are also trained in EOD
and underwater demolitions. They carry out disposal
of ordnance at sea and assist the Army Ordnance
Section in dealing with Second World War mines,
depth charges and underwater weapons that are still
turning up from time to time, and which can pose a
considerable danger to members of the public.
In addition, since it acquired a decompression
chamber in 1983, the NSDS has been the sole training
establishment for military diving in the Defence
Forces, including training ARW personnel in air and
combat diving techniques. The decompression chamber is vital for the safe conduct of diver training in
case of accidents. It is always close at hand should a
diver encounter a problem such as the 'bends', which
can be caused by surfacing too quickly from deep
water. All NSDS instructors are highly trained in the
use of the chamber and dealing with the problems
that may befall a diver.
Both Lt Kirwan and CPO Mahon had emphasised
that although they would like to have a bigger diving
section, under no circumstances would standards be
lowered to achieve this. This was very obvious when
taking a 'fly on the wall' look at the 21st Divers
course. While the thought of searching a shipwreck in
the Canaries may be appealing to everyone, operating

from seven in the morning to nine at night in the cold,
murky waters of the Naval Base in February, quickly
diminishes the appeal.
When you see a 'buddy-buddy' team checking each
other's gear before a jackstay exercise and giving a
thumbs-up to the diving instructor while visibly hardly
able to speak from the cold, it makes you wonder why
you would put yourself through such hardship.
As CPO Mahon says: “The Diving Section is not
for everybody. While the appeal of diving in general is
attractive, it's different when you are called out to
search for a body in cold, murky Irish waters. You have
to be strong and fit, physically and mentally. This is
why the first three weeks of the diving course are
spent putting the students through proven tests to
see if they are the right people to be naval divers.”
During this initial three-week period the students
must pass a number of specialised test before they
even start diving.
The first week of actual diving for the students
who have made it through to that point concentrates
on lifeline drills and signals. During this week the students have to achieve 500mins underwater to continue
on the course. Their days start at 0700hrs and finish
about 2100hrs, except for Tuesday and Thursday when
AN COSANTÓIR
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“During my time at
sea I used to listen
to the divers talking
and I became very
interested. I knew
the course was coming up and started
training six months
ago. It is very hard,
especially the night
dives, but I am getting used to it and
really hope I finish
the course.”
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they also dive at night, finishing later still.
As the course progresses the divers will spend two
weeks in Bere Island working up to deep diving, and a
week on ship diving to achieve their qualifying depth
of 35 metres.
The last week of the course consists mainly of
equipment training where they are taught to use burning gear, bolting guns and ROVs. They also get a brief
insight into what they will be doing when, or if, they
join the Diving Section.
By the time the course finishes each of the successful students will have completed at least 2,500
minutes in the water.
“The basic principles of diving have not changed
over the years,” Lt Kirwan said, “but the equipment
certainly has. The NSDS keeps abreast of the current
military and commercial diving techniques throughout
the world and we constantly train to the highest
degree and upgrade our equipment accordingly. The
equipment in use mirrors that in use within both the
military and commercial sector.”
When I asked Lt Kirwan what the hardest part of
the job is, he told me: “Unfortunately, most of the calls
we get are for search and recovery and by the time we
A/Sea O’Shea, student. are involved it usually means we are looking for a body.
These are always difficult operations for everyone
involved, particularly as we are acutely
21st Divers Course students are
aware of the hurt and trauma the famitaugh to check each others’
lies of the missing people are experiequipment.
encing.
“In the recent case in Wexford we
had to put all our resources and training
into action in very difficult conditions.
One of the largest dive teams the NS
has ever assembled was brought
together in the days before the operation began. My divers did everything I
asked of them and more.
“Diving for a lost diver always makes
it that much harder, as it highlights one
of the many scenarios which can develop underwater and the lads really put in
a big effort. The team recovered one
body from 53.8 metres and we did everything we could to find the missing skipper.
“The training with the ROV really
came into play during that search and
without putting any diver in danger we
pushed the envelope to the limit.
Despite the media coverage surrounding the operation, much of which was
speculative and in some cases inaccurate, concerning our capabilities and
equipment, I am personally very proud
on a professional level of the job the
Section did on that search and recovery.
Our methods and procedures served us
well yet again, operating at the very limit of air diving”
While many people will be enjoying St Patrick's
Weekend the successful candidates of 21 Naval Divers
Course will be taking a well-deserved rest. For the
members of the Naval Service Diving Section life goes
on, but not life as most of us know it. For them it is a
matter of continuous training while waiting for the next
call out. And when that call out comes they hope it's
for survey or even an EOD call, rather than the recovery
of a body. Yet if that's what it has to be then it's even
more important that the Section's divers are ready and
able for this vital task. Thanks to the efforts of Lt
Darragh Kirwan, CPO Mossy Mahon and PO Fergie
Cunningham and members of the Naval Service Diving
A/Sea Casey, student. Section we can be sure they will be.■

“Like the other two
lads, I find it hard,
but I've got this far
I am not going to
give up now. I would
love the chance to
serve in the Diving
Section.”
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Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV)
The ROV is effectively an underwater robot. It is a
frame carrying thrusters for mobility, video cameras
to survey, sonar to navigate and a manipulator arm
to recover objects from the seabed. The ROV is
tethered to the surface via an umbilical, transferring information to and from the vehicle. The 'pilot'
on the surface can fly the ROV either along the
seabed or mid water to investigate objects. The
ROV increases the ability of the Section to operate
where the human body cannot.

Side Scan Sonar (SSS)
The SSS is a torpedo shaped object that is towed
behind a vessel. By sending out sound waves either
side it gives a picture of the seabed. The SSS works
in the same way the sun casts shadows on objects.
As the SSS is towed it casts shadows behind
objects lying on the seabed to either side of the tow
direction, allowing the operator to determine size
and shape.
Magnetometer (MAG)
The MAG is also towed behind a vessel and sends
information back to the operator. The MAG indicates
the presence of ferrous objects on the seabed. Man
made objects will have their own magnetic field,
which will be picked up by the MAG and can then be
investigated further by SSS, ROV or diver.
Recompression Chamber (RCC)
The RCC is effectively a steel capsule. It is used to
replicate the pressure the body feels when diving at
depth. This pressure increases inside and corresponds to a specific depth in water. The RCC can
be used for acclimatising dives at depth. More
importantly, the RCC is a vital piece of life saving
equipment. By replicating pressure, relief is given
and repair promoted to the internal tissues and
organs of the divers body, which can suffer damage
if a dive goes wrong. The regulations and procedures we follow have ensured that the RCC has
been used as a backup and never to treat one of our
own for diving related incidents.
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he United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone
(UNAMSIL) wound up at the end of 2005 in light of
the improved security situation in the country and
was replaced by the much smaller, unarmed
UNIOSIL mission.
In an effort to bring to justice those most responsible for the atrocities committed during Sierra Leone's
brutal civil war, the government and the UN have set
up the Special Court Sierra Leone (SCSL).
The SCSL has indicted several high-profile persons, most notably Charles Taylor, former President of
Liberia, and Sam Hinga Norman, a former Sierra
Leonean defence minister. There is a real possibility
that the trial of Hinga Norman and the possible detention of Charles Taylor could inflame public opinion and
lead to serious civil unrest in Sierra Leone. Therefore,
the UN has put in place a plan for the evacuation of
the SCSL, its international staff, its detainees and, if
necessary, its 250-strong military guard force of
Mongolian troops.
In November 2005 the governments of Ireland and
Sweden acceded to a request for troops to deploy to
Sierra Leone under the auspices of UN Security
Council Resolution 1626 to evacuate the above personnel if necessary. Operation 'Green Horizon' was
the first rehearsal in planning for such an eventuality.
Once the political green light was received, UNMIL
HQ promptly tasked the Irish/Swedish Quick Reaction
Force to begin planning for the insertion of a rapid
reaction force (RRF) to reinforce the military guard
force at the SCSL.
On 21st January 2006 APC Coy led a patrol that
would see them insert into Freetown, the capital of
Sierra Leone, by both air and road. With an attached
platoon from Swedish Mech Coy as well as numerous
specialists from our own Support and Logs companies, the first elements of the patrol rolled out of Camp
Clara for the journey to Freetown, with the air element
departing some six hours later in MI-8 helicopters.
The patrol was conducted in three phases. Phase
One involved APC Coy, with elements of Swedish
Mech Coy, moving to the border crossing at Bo
Waterside by road on D-Day and from there by road

T

Breaking base camp in
Kenema.

to Kenema and on to Freetown, a total journey of
almost 36 hours.
In Phase Two the remainder of APC Company,
Swedish Platoon and specialists moved by air from
Monrovia to Freetown.
Phase Three, the return from Freetown, would
involve elements embarking on MV Caterina to travel
back to Monrovia.
The patrol was tasked with conducting terrain and
route familiarisation from Camp Clara to the SCSL
and Freetown Harbour, and also to set up blocking
positions in designated areas.
The patrol consisted of two Irish platoons, a
Swedish platoon, a cavalry recce section from
Support Company, two sniper teams, and engineer,
CIS, medical and transport detachments, a total of 160
men and women and 25 vehicles, including Mowags,
Swedish BVs, AMLs and service support vehicles.
Their task was made somewhat easier by a previous recce patrol carried out in December by Support
Company personnel, which proved the route from Bo
Waterside Kenema Airfield. In addition to checking
each bridge, culvert and obstacle en route, Support
Company personnel had also marked and recorded
possible medevac locations and heli landing sites.
This data would prove invaluable to the APC
Company patrol.
The patrol travelled from Monrovia to Bo
Waterside, reaching the border at 0500hrs. They were
met by two British officers from IMATT and Inspector
Boyaku and his team from the Sierra Leone police,
who were acting as liaison and guides for the journey.
The patrol crossed the border at the appointed H-Hr
of 0600hrs and proceeded towards Kenema.
The road, or what passes for a road in this area, is
very poor, often resembling a dry riverbed in places,
but the Mowag's had little or no trouble navigating
these obstacles. As for the patrol's Nissans and
trucks, it required great skill and determination for the
drivers to keep their vehicles on the road.
Passing through isolated villages the troops where
greeted by the locals with smiles and waves. The children in particular took great joy in laughing and wav-
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OPERATION
GREEN HORIZON
By Sgt John Martin (MIO Office 94 Inf Bn)
and 2/Lt Joel Lundberg (Swed Mech Coy).
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and interminably long, the monotony broken only by
periodic stops to answer the call of nature and for
drivers to change around every two hours. It has to be
said the success of the patrol was due in no small part
to the great work of the Mowag drivers and the fitter
personnel whose skill and expertise kept the patrol on
the road.
Rendezvous was made with the airmobile group
at Hastings airfield on the outskirts of Freetown at
approx 1630hrs on D+1. After moving through the
city and being greeted by the people in much the
same way as we had in Kenema, the patrol set up
base in Camp Langata, previously occupied by
UNAMSIL personnel, situated on the outskirts, near
the ocean on Aberdeen peninsula. The Mongolian
guard force is also headquartered there in an adjoining camp.
Security was rapidly set up and the patrol settled
in. Over the following two days patrols, escorted by

All photos Sgts John Martin
and Tadhg Culbert (APC Coy)
Right:
Irish and Swedish personnel
get their vehicles ready for the
joint patrol.

Below:
Just one of the obstacles that
had to be overcome.

ing as the vehicles passed by, often shouting “Paddy,
Paddy, gimme biscuit!”
At approx 1730hrs the patrol entered Kenema (a
large town by African standards) where the primary
business is the diamond trade. As the patrol moved
through the streets their vehicles were constantly
'buzzed' by young ex-combatants riding on brand new
motorcycles reportedly purchased by money received
in the DDRR (Disarmament, Demobilisation,
Rehabilitation and Reintegration) process.
Kenema is predominately Muslim with a number of
fine mosques. The local people at first were unsure as
to the nationality of the members of the patrol calling
out “Hello, French…British…Americans!” and even
“Hello, Pakistanis!” Much to the displeasure of our
Swedish partners they eventually started calling
“Hello Paddy!”
The patrol set up harbour at the old UNAMSIL airfield on the outskirts of Kenema. Weary troops, tired
after some 16 hours of driving, set up tents and settled in for the night. Food was cooked and APC
Company's CQ, Noel Finn, provided much appreciated
boiling water for washing and a brew-up. The usual
patrol harbour discipline was observed with stand-to
and clearance patrols carried out. As darkness fell,
duty personnel took up protective positions around
the camp and kept careful watch throughout the night.
At dawn after stand-to and a breakfast of bacon
and beans the patrol mounted up and proceeded
towards Freetown.
Travelling along some excellent roads from
Kenema to Bo and beyond, the patrol made good time.
The journey from Monrovia to Freetown is arduous
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Sierra Leone police, travelled to Freetown Harbour, the
Special Court, and to designated blocking positions,
to carry out recces and update our intelligence.
There was intense interest in this operation from
the local population, the local media and the Liberian
media. So much so that the Swedish Chief of Staff of
UNMIL and Irish Chief Operations Officer came to
visit along with numerous Liberian journalists all interested in seeing how this experimental deployment of
UN troops would fare.
On D+3 OC QRF, Lt Col JJ O'Reilly along with
members of Battalion Headquarters visited the patrol
by air in Camp Langata and a welcome hot meal was
provided. Deputy Chief Liaison Officer to UNIOSIL Lt
Col Philip Schofield (UK) gave a brief on the situation
in Sierra Leone to Lt Col O'Reilly and members of the
patrol in the conference room of the UN Headquarters
in Freetown.
On D+4 elements comprising of AML 90s, AML 20s
and along with Swedish BVs embarked upon MV
Caterina from Freetown Harbour and arrived back in
Monrovia after 24 hours at sea. The air element arrived
back in Camp Clara some two hours after departure.
On D+5 the return journey by road to Camp Clara
began, made all the more arduous by the knowledge of
the obstacles that would face the patrol, however it
was managed in good spirits by all. The patrol finally
arrived back at Camp Clara safe and sound after two
days and a second base camp in Kenema Airfield to
some welcome greetings and congratulations from OC
QRF, Lt Col O'Reilly. All in all it was a successful
patrol testing troops and machines to the very limit of
their experience and skills.■

